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High-Altitude Ballooning with Amateur Radio
By Melvin C Vye W8MV
At the Xenia Hamvention last May, the Dayton Amateur Radio Club launched four
balloons with APRS trackers. The balloons were powered only by solar panels, so
they transmitted only during daylight. As president of our QCWA chapter, I
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approached the group. “Would you be willing to sponsor a balloon launch?” The
result was an enthusiastic YES!
The chapter secretary, Jim Grover, N8PZL, and I decided to tackle the project.
Jim would handle the electronics – which tracker to buy and any programming of
the tracker. I would handle the physics end of the project – which balloon, what
gas, and launch procedures.

WHICH BALLOON?
The balloons launched at Xenia were party balloons. Party balloons have the
advantage of being inexpensive – about $10. They have the disadvantage of not
being very durable. Also they can only reach altitudes around 30k feet, making
them vulnerable to thunderstorms. After the four balloons launched at Xenia went
over the Atlantic, none was heard from again. Scientific Balloon Solutions of San
Jose, CA manufactures balloons specifically for the purpose of high-altitude
launches. An SBS balloon holds the world record for endurance – 767 days and
35 times around the world. Details can be found at
scientificballoonsolutions.com . Balloon decision: SBS-13.

WHICH GAS?
Helium obviously. As an inert gas, helium supports blimps and is available at
party stores. Should hydrogen be considered? Since hydrogen has one electron in
the valence orbit, it wants to bond with another atom of hydrogen for stability.
Since our goal was longevity, we wanted a gas that would not easily permeate
through the walls of the balloon. The two atoms of hydrogen permeate more
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slowly than the one atom of helium. Hydrogen being lighter gives an additional
3000 feet of altitude. Gas decision: Hydrogen.

WHICH TRACKER?
Jim considered two trackers – the LightAPRStracker by QRP Labs and the
Skytracker by WB8ELK. The Skytracker is not open source. The call sign must
be specified when ordered. The tracker comes complete with solar panel, ultra
capacitors and everything else needed for a launch except the gas. It is pretty
much plug and play. Tracker decision: Skytracker.

LAUNCH DAY UP AND DOWN
Launch procedures by SBS are very specific. Weigh your payload, add 8g, add
gas until the neck lift of the balloon is the payload plus 8g. Using a kitchen scale,
we thought we had about 8g of lift. Soon after launch, we began getting reports on
aprs.fi. The balloon ascended very rapidly. After reaching an altitude of 43k feet,
it descended very rapidly. The balloon had burst.

TRY TRY AGAIN
A phone conversation with SBS was very helpful. We had over-inflated the
balloon. Measurement of neck lift must be precise with a scale of at least 100mg
resolution. We ordered a second balloon and the LightAPRStracker by QRP Labs.
Jim followed the procedure listed below:
 Downloaded the tracker software off of github.com under the folder
lightaprs.
 Selected LightAPRS-1.0 since the APRS only version of the tracker was
used.
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 Downloaded and unzipped the code for the LightAPRS. A README.md
file contains complete instructions for programming the LightAPRS Tracker.
Instructions are given for installing the CH340G driver, the Arduino IDE,
and MightyCore; configuring MightyCore, copying libraries, compiling
source code and uploading the code. The source code for LightAPRS-hab
(or the high altitude balloon project) was used. Before compiling the code, a
few character strings had to be changed. These strings follow the
preprocessor code of #include and #define.
 Changed the CallSign from “NOCALL” to “W8MV” and left the
CallNumber at 11, which is the suggested suffix for balloons. Therefore, the
balloon was identified as W8MV-11. A 49-character comment and a 49character statusMessage can be changed.
 Left the comment of “http://www.lightaprs.com” unchanged and changed
the statusMessage to “Launch by QCWA 21 Canton OHIO USA”. The
comment is sent with every transmission and the statusMessage is sent once
an hour.
 The tracker has a USB micro connector which is connected to the
development environment with a data type micro USB cable. Confirmed the
COM port with my operating system. In this case, it was Windows 10 and
Device Manager.
 Attached a 50 cm whip antenna because the tracker will start transmitting as
soon as power is applied.
 Compiled and uploaded (program) the Arduino compatible onboard
Atmega1284P-AU microcontroller.
 Since the LightAPRS Tracker comes without solar panels, supercaps and
antenna, used a single PolyFilm Solar Panel MPT4-8-75 for power, two
3.3F -0% +100% at 3 VDC supercaps in series to store the charge between
transmissions, and a #8 steel guitar string cut to length for the antenna.
 Cut a K&S #8125 round brass tube (1/16 x 0.014) to length to support the
solar panel. Folded one end over and soldered it to the positive edge of the
solar panel.
 Soldered the tube to two electrically floating pads just above the 2 meter
transmitter and to the positive terminal of the tracker and soldered a wire to
the negative terminal of the solar panel and then to the negative terminal of
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the tracker. The solar panel was counter balanced by the supercaps on the
other side of the tracker.

LAUNCH DAY #2
This time we were determined not to repeat our mistake. We had a scale with a
resolution of 10mg. We had calibration weights. Our payload weighed 16g.
Adding 8g gave us a total of 24g of lift. Rather than trust the negative reading on
the scale, we placed a 100g calibration weight on the scale. We slowly inflated the
balloon until the reading on the scale decreased from 100g to 76g. To test, we
attached 24g of weight to the balloon – neutral buoyancy. Then we attached the
tracker and 8g to the balloon – again neutral buoyancy. We were pretty sure that
we had properly inflated the balloon. Shortly after launch we began getting
reports on aprs.fi. Initial reports were not encouraging. We monitored the altitude
every two minutes. The altitude in feet was increasing too fast – 39k 40k 41k – I
called Jim. This isn’t working! The balloon is going to burst just like the first one
did – 42k 43k 44k and then 44k 44k 44k – the balloon had reached a stable or float
altitude of 44k feet – the launch was a success. W8MV-11 was on its way around
the world.

WHAT TO EXPECT
It’s important to note that the aprs path for a balloon is very different from that of a
terrestrial station. We often see APRS via WIDE1-1, WIDE2-2 used on cars and
HTs. This path would be disastrous if used on a balloon as it would bring up
hundreds of digis all jamming the system. APRS via WIDE2-1 is the
recommended path. Now only WIDE2 digis will repeat the transmission once
before finding an IGATE. We are finding that there are very few IGATEs outside
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of North America and Europe. After leaving Europe, we sometimes see a week or
more pass before we get a hit on aprs.fi. Since the balloon is only transmitting
during daylight hours, the number of hits is also reduced

CONCLUSION
Thirty-six days after launch, our balloon has circumnavigated the earth two times
and is well on its way for a third. Launching and tracking high-altitude balloons
provides hams with one more exciting way to enjoy amateur radio.

BIO
Mel Vye, W8MV, has been licensed since 1958 and has held the Extra Class
license since 1966. He has travelled to more than 100 DXCC entities and has
operated from 28 of them. Enjoying high speed CW, he was a member of the
3Y0X DX-Pedition to Peter I Island. He also enjoys satellite work and is active on
both linear and FM satellites. He can be reached at w8mv@arrl.net.
Melvin C Vye W8MV, 71 Whitefriars Dr., Akron OH 44319, 330-697-5425

Figure 1: LightAPRS Tracker showing mounting of solar panel and ultra-caps. Photo by Frank
Tompkins, W8EZT
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Figure 2: Mel Vye, W8MV, using scale to measure lift of balloon. Photo by Frank Tompkins, W8EZT

Figure 3: Jim Grover, N8PZL, and Tom Price, KP2E, watch as Mel Vye, W8MV, inflates balloon.
Photo by Frank Tompkins, W8EZT
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Figure 4: Mel Vye, W8MV and Jim Grover, N8PZL seal balloon after inflation. Photo by Frank
Tompkins, W8WZT

Figure 5: Mel Vye, W8MV, launches balloon as Tom8Price, KP2E, looks on. Photo by Frank Tompkins,
W8EZT
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Upcoming Event

B

irding with Marty Cohen. The February 15 meeting will be at the Canal
Grille, 2223 Locust Street, Canal Fulton OH 44614 at Noon. We will have
lunch followed by a presentation on birding in the Akron-Canton area by
Marty Cohen. Marty and his wife Elaine have been birding for many years and
have many excellent photos and stories to tell. Please RSVP to Jim Grover, N8
PZL, at 330 928-8921. If he does not answer leave a message with your name and
the number coming.

Ragchew

D

on't forget the monthly ragchew at Tim's Tavern at Noon
on the last Wednesday of the month. The address is
3323 Parkway Street NW, Canton Ohio 44708. All are invited.
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For you information that is February 26th, March 25th, and April 29th for the next
quarter. Add these dates to your calendar.

Local Dues

T

he first of August 2019 was the beginning of the
QCWA Chapter 21 fiscal year. If you have not already
done so, please pay your local dues at the next meeting or
rag-chew.

Some Local Hamfests
01/26/2020 | Tusco ARC 30th Annual
Hamfest, Electronics & Computer Show
Location: Strsburg, OH
Sponsor: Tusco ARC
Website: http://www.tuscoarc.org/
01/28/2020 | Winter Operating Specialty
Convention
Location: West Middlesex, PA
Sponsor: Mercer County ARC
Website: http://w3lif.org/
02/16/2020 | Mansfield Mid-Winter Hamfest
Location: Mansfield, OH
Sponsor: Intercity ARC
Website: http://www.iarc.club/
02/23/2020 | Washfest
Location: South Park Township, PA
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Sponsor: Wireless Assoc of the South Hills Radio
Email: n3sbf@comcast.net
03/01/2020 | WinterHamFest
Location: Elyria, OH
Sponsor: Northern Ohio Amateur Radio Society
Website: http://noars.net
03/29/2020 | 48th Annual TRARC Hamfest/Computer Show
Location: Mckeesport, PA
Sponsor: Two Rivers Amateur Radio Club
04/11/2020 | 66th Annual Cuyahoga Falls Amateur Radio Club Hamfest
Location: Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Sponsor: Cuyahoga Falls Amateur Radio Club, Inc.
Website: http://www.cfarc.org/hamfest.php
04/19/2020 | 3rd Annual Technology Expo

Location: Madison Heights, MI
Sponsor: GM Amateur Radio Club
Website: http://www.gmarc.org

Minutes
The QCWA chapter had it 4th quarterly meeting on November 165th at Karen and Les Myers’ home.
There were 14 members and guest attending. The treasure announced that we have $723.28 in the
checking account. I short discussion on proposed topics for next years meetings was discussed. For
the firsat quarterly meeting will will try to get someone to discuss birding. For the second quarter
meeting Barbara Bond will make a presentation on the Berlin Wall. For the third quarter meeting we
will ride around the Portage Lakes on Mil and Martha Vye’s pontoon boat. And for the fourth quarter
meeting we will return to Karen and Les Myers’ home for a meal and presentation.
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